OLYMPIC FOLD-UP

TM

Saves space

200 pound capacity

2 Lift-off stretchers

FOLDS

ROLLS

Compact storage
Only 8-inches deep

Lift-off stretchers – safer for staff and patients

Watch video demonstration
www.OlympicVeterinary.com

Ideal for clinics with limited space Moves patients in tight
spaces and then folds up and stores out of the way.
An “extra” gurney and treatment table Also can be
converted to a temporary exam-treatment table using the
Hard Stretcher top.
Very lightweight and strong Weighs only 27 pounds,
but can safely carry 200 pound dogs. Strong airplane
construction with welded joints.
Unfolds and folds in seconds To unfold, just spread the
sides apart and an automatic safety lock holds it open. To
close for storage, release safety lock and push the sides
together.
Rolls easily, turns quickly Two hand grips at both ends of
gurney for easy steering in tight spaces. Large 5" casters roll
smoothly. All casters lock.
2 Models Economy model of the Fold-Up comes with Soft
Stretcher top. Standard model has 2 tops – a Soft and a Hard
Stretcher.
Dimensions Footprint: Unfolded: 54"L x 18"W x 34"H.
Folded: 54"L x 8"W.
3-year Warranty All parts and labor, except parts subject to
normal wear, like fabric, casters, etc.
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Interchangeable Olympic gurneys include 2 interchangeable
stretcher tops. Stretchers can be easily lifted off, but are held
securely by 4 posts.
Prevents back injuries Using the stretcher tops, even the
heaviest patients can be transferred to tables, cages, or the floor
without back injury.
Safer for patients Heavy patients are transferred on a stretcher,
not hand carried. Less traumatic and more comfortable for
patients.

Soft Stretcher For lifting and
transferring patients. Plastic fabric
is medical grade Herculite ®.
Anti-microbial. Wipes clean.
X-ray transparent for gross
evaluations.

Hard Stretcher Converts the
Fold-Up into a treatment table.
Molded of rigid reinforced
polymer. Non-slip surface.
Wipes clean. Drains into bucket
(not furnished).

Ordering and Information
Olympic Fold-UpTM. Model 50604. Standard model. With Soft
Stretcher and Hard Stretcher. Fully assembled.
Olympic Fold-UpTM. Model 50602. Economy model. With Soft
Stretcher only. Fully assembled.

